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GitHub comments abused to push malware
via Microsoft repo URLs

A GitHub �aw, or possibly a design decision, is being abused by threat actors to distribute

malware using URLs associated with Microsoft repositories, making the �les appear

trustworthy.

While most of the malware activity has been based around the Microsoft GitHub URLs, this

"�aw" could be abused with any public repository on GitHub, allowing threat actors to create

very convincing lures.

Yesterday, McAfee released a report on a new LUA malware loader distributed through what

appeared to be a legitimate Microsoft GitHub repositories for the "C++ Library Manager for

Windows, Linux, and MacOS," known as vcpkg, and the STL library.
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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